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Do Long-TermInterestRates
Overreactto Short-Term
InterestRates?
THE TERM STRUCTUREof

interest rates has been extensively studied by
economists. It is of interest to financialeconomists because of its close
connection with the pricing of bonds of different maturities. More
important, understandingthe term structure of interest rates is also
critical to the evaluation of the effects of alternativemacroeconomic
policies. For example, it is widely believed that the monetaryauthority
can most directly control short-terminterest rates, but that aggregate
demanddependsprimarilyon long-terminterestrates.' If this conviction
is correct, the monetarytransmissionmechanismrelies on the behavior
of the term structureof interestrates.
During the first few months of 1984 the yield curve has been very
steep by historicalstandards.The yield on twenty-yearbonds has been
about 300 basis points above the yield on three-monthTreasurybills.
Only rarely have such large spreads been observed in the past.2 The
yield curve is widely interpreted as reflecting market participants'
conviction that interestrates will rise over the next several years under
1. For example, in the simpleIS-LM model of RichardH. Claridaand BenjaminM.
Friedman,the short rate enters the LM curve but the long rate enters the IS curve.
Claridaand Friedman,"Why Have Short-TermInterestRates Been So High?"BPEA,
2:1983,pp. 553-78.
2. The averagespreadbetween twenty-yearbond yields and three-monthbill yields
over the past two decades is 96 basis points; the standarddeviationis 136basis points.
The averagesince October 1979is 110;the standarddeviationis 206.
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the pressureof largefederaldeficits. It is sometimeseven suggestedthat
because of such expectational effects, prospective federal deficits are
exertinga dampeningeffect on the currentlevel of economic activity.
These argumentspresumethat long rates reflectmarketexpectationsof
futureshortrates. In this paper,we examinethis view of the yield curve.
Most work on the term structureis based on some variant of the
expectationshypothesis. This hypothesisholds thatthe long-terminterest rate is a weightedaverageof presentand expected futureshort-term
interestrates. An approximatelyequivalentformof the hypothesisholds
that the expected one-periodholdingreturnson bonds of all maturities
are the same or differby constantrisk premiums.3Unfortunately,many
investigators using various techniques and data sets reject the joint
hypothesis of rationalexpectations and the expectations theory of the
term structure.4
This failure of interest rates to move as the theory predicts is not a
new phenomenon.In 1938FrederickR. Macaulaywrote, "To preserve
the theoreticalrelationshipbetween present long termand futureshort
terminterestrates, the 'yields' of bondsof the highestgradesshouldfall
duringa period in which short term rates are higherthan the yields of
the bonds and rise duringa period in which short termrates are lower.
Now experience is more nearlythe opposite.'"5As we show below, the
test of the expectationstheory derivedunderthe assumptionof rational
expectations is exactly the test Macaulaysuggested almost fifty years
ago. Moreover, the behaviorof long rates in the recent period that we
3. The approximatenatureof the equivalenceis discussedextensively by JohnCox,
John Ingersoll,and StephenRoss, "A Re-examinationof TraditionalHypothesesabout
the Term Structureof Interest Rates," Journal of Finance, vol. 36 (September1981),
pp. 769-99. As demonstratedby Robert J. Shiller, John Y. Campbell,and KermitL.
Schoenholtz, "ForwardRates and Future Policy: Interpretingthe Term Structureof
InterestRates," BPEA, 1:1983,pp. 173-217,the equivalenceis exact afterlinearization.
4. There are many recent examples. David S. Jones and V. Vance Roley, in their
"Rational Expectations and the Expectations Model of the Term Structure:A Test
Using Weekly Data," Journal of MonetaryEconomics, vol. 12 (September1983),pp.
453-65, performregressiontests on the holdingreturnson T-billsof differentmaturities.
Robert J. Shiller, in "The Volatility of Long-TermInterest Rates and Expectations
Modelsof the TermStructure,"Journalof PoliticalEconomy,vol. 87 (December1979),
pp. 1190-1219,uses six differentdata sets to performvolatilitytests on Americanand
British interest rates. Shiller, Campbell,and Schoenholtz, in their "ForwardRates,"
find that long-terminterestrates have almost no predictivepower for futureshort-term
interestrates.
5. Macaulay, Some Theoretical Problems Suggested by the Movements of Interest
Rates, Bond Yields, and Stock Prices in the United States Since 1856 (National Bureau

of EconomicResearch, 1938),p. 33.
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examineis also "nearlythe opposite" fromthat impliedby the theory.
Whilestatisticalrejectionsof the expectationstheoryare ubiquitous,
previousresearchhas not madeclear the substantivesignificanceof the
failureof the theory. Oneproblemwith interpretingprevioustest results
is the absence of an economicallymeaningfulalternativehypothesis. In
this paper, we embed the expectations theory of the term structure
withintwo widerclasses of hypotheses. Thispermitsus tojudgewhether
the empiricaldeviationfromthe expectationshypothesisis substantively
important.
The firstclass of hypotheses includesa quantitativeexpressionof the
notion that the long rate responds "too much" to the contemporaneous
short rate. This excess-sensitivity hypothesis is suggested by work on
the volatilityof long-terminterestrates. Since the long rateis, underthe
expectations hypothesis, a weighted average of expected future short
rates, the long rate should vary less than the short rate. RobertShiller
examines this smoothingpropertyof the expectations hypothesis and
finds that long rates are too volatile to be consistent with the theory.6
The excess-sensitivity hypothesis we examine here is one possible
explanationfor this excess volatility.
The excess-sensitivity hypothesis is also suggestedby evidence that
the response of interestrates to money supplyannouncementsis similar
at all maturities,even thoughstandardtheoriessuggestthatthe response
of long rates should be much more attenuated. Moreover, this view
appearsto be widely held amongparticipantsin the bond market,where
it is conventional wisdom that "long rates follow short rates." This
hypothesis is also implicit in the popularclaim that financialmarkets
"overreact" to news or are in some sense "myopic."
Whether long rates are excessively sensitive to short rates has
importantimplicationsfor macroeconomicpolicy. Excess sensitivity,
forexample,wouldincreasethe potencyof monetarypolicy. A reduction
in short rates would have a greaterimpacton long rates than underthe
expectations hypothesis. Such an expansionaryaction by the Federal
Reserve would thereforehave a greaterimpacton aggregatedemand.
To our surprise, the results of our tests decisively reject the notion
that long rates are overly sensitive to currentshort rates. The results,
taken literally, imply that current interest rates have a much lower
(sometimesnegative)weightthantheorywould suggestso thatexpected
futureshortrates exert a disproportionateinfluenceon long-termrates.
6. Shiller, "Volatility."
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This literal interpretationof the results, however, does not seem satisfactory. Alternatively,the results may reflectthe failureof the assumption that market forecasts of future interest rates represent rational
expectations. In particular, the estimates may indicate that market
participantsplace too little weighton the currentshortratein forecasting
future rates. These conclusions appear robust, with similar results
obtainedfromanalyses of yields on short-termandlong-termbonds and
three-monthand six-monthTreasurybills.
Having found that the excess-sensitivity hypothesis cannot explain
the term structure, we examine whether the hypothesis of a variable
liquiditypremiumcan illuminatethe failureof the expectations theory.
The results suggest that, at least at the short end of the term structure,
the expectations theory is not very useful in explaining the spread
between long-termand short-terminterestrates. In particular,only one
fourthof the variationin the spreadbetween six-monthandthree-month
Treasurybill yields is attributableto expected movementsin shortrates.
The remainderis attributableto movements in what are tautologically
labeled liquiditypremiums.Large and highly variableliquiditypremiums, especially withinthe very short end of the maturityspectrum,are
not easy to understand.

Excess Sensitivity
To consider the hypothesis that long rates overreact to short rates,
we examine first the behavior of twenty-year bonds and three-month
bills and then the behaviorof six-monthand three-monthbills.
LONG RATES AND SHORT RATES

Let rt be the one-period yield and Rt be the yield on a consol, an
infinitelylived bondpayinga fixed couponeach period.We considerthe
following general equation relating long rates to rationally expected
shortrates:
(1)

Rt = 0 + (l-y)

,

yk Etrt+k,

k=O

where 0 < y < 1. The variable Et denotes the rational expectation
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conditionalon informationavailableat time t. The term 0 is the risk or
liquiditypremium.For now, we assume 0 is constant;laterin the paper,
we considerthe possibilitythatthe riskpremiumchangesthroughtime.
The expectationstheory of the termstructureimposes restrictionson
y whichcan be approximatedby y = 1/(1 + R*), whereR* is the average
interestrate. For values of y lower than this, greaterweight is given to
the contemporaneousshortratethanis consistentwith the expectations
theory. The alternative hypothesis of excess sensitivity can arise if
agentsplace too little weight on rationallyexpected futureshortratesthat is, too smalla y.
Equation 1 is easily transformedinto a simple regressiontest of the
model. Note that equation 1 implies
(2)

yRt, = yO+ (l-y)

,

yk+?1 Ert+k-

k= I

Subtractequation2 fromequation 1 to obtain
(3)

Rt-

yRt+ = (l-,y)O + (1-,y)rt-

Et+,-

where
et+I = ( -y) E

k= I

yk(Et+, rt+k

-

Etrt+k)

The term Et+, reflects new informationabout future short rates that
becomes availablebetweentime t andtimet + 1. Algebraicmanipulation
of equation3 yields
(4)

R++, - Rt =

(

51)+

(

7) (R, - rt) +

E+ I

Equation4 provides a simple test of expectations theory as a special
case of equation 1.
Ordinaryleast squaresproducesconsistentestimatesonly if the error
term in the regression is uncorrelatedwith the variables on the righthand side. The assumption of rational expectations implies that this
condition is satisfied in equation 4. The error term t+ I measures the
"news" that arrived between time t and time t + 1. The right-hand
variable, (Rt - rt), is known at time t. If expectations are rationally

formed,news shouldnot be predictablefromknowninformation.In this
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case, rational expectations imply that (Rt - rt)and E, I are uncorrelated,

andwe can thus estimateequation4 using ordinaryleast squares.
Depending on the value of y, equation 4 can represent either the
standardexpectations theory of the term structureor the possibility of
excess sensitivity of long rates to currentshortrates. Underthe expectations hypothesis, the coefficient on (Rt - rt) is R*, that is, roughly
0.02.7If excess sensitivityof long rates to shortratesexplainsthe failure
of the expectations hypothesis, the estimatedcoefficientshouldexceed
R*, implyingan estimate of y below 1/(1 + R*).
The logic of equation4 is fairly intuitive. Ignoringthe risk premium,
equation 1 states that the long rate is a weightedaverageof short rates,
with more recent short rates given greater weight than more distant
ones. If Rt is greaterthanrt,then the shortrate must be rising.The next
period's long rate, Rt,1, must be higher than the current period's
because it gives greater weight to the higherfuture short rates. Thus,
according to both the expectations theory and the excess-sensitivity
hypothesis, when the currentlong rate exceeds the currentshort rate,
the long rate will (on average)rise.
We can give equation4 anotherintuitiveinterpretation.The holdingperiodreturnon long bonds is approximately
Rt_

(Rt+ I - Rt)
R*-

The first term in this expression is the coupon yield, while the second
termis the capitalgain or loss attributableto changesin the long rate. If
we regress this holdingreturn,less the shortrate, on availableinformation, we learnwhetherthereare exploitableprofitopportunities.Rejectingthe nullhypothesisthatthe coefficientin equation4 is R* is equivalent
to findingstatisticallysignificantprofitopportunities.
If marketswere myopic, placinggreaterweight on today's shortrate
than the expectations theory predicts, then when the short rate is high
relativeto the long rate, the long rate would nonetheless be "too" high
andthe price of a long bond "too" low. Holdinglong-termbonds would
be a profitablestrategy. This would imply that, when regressing the
7. With quarterlydata, the appropriateR* for the theory is the mean quarterly
interest rate, which with our sample is 0.019. The regressionsin the paperuse interest
rates as percentagepoints at annual rates; but this choice affects the constant terms
and not the slope coefficients.
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excess holding return on the spread, we would obtain a negative
coefficient. Findinga negative coefficientin this regressionis precisely
equivalentto estimatinga coefficientin equation4 greaterthanR*.
Equation 4, and thus equation 1, is a consequence of a variety of
models of asset returns;for example, it follows from the now-popular
"consumptionbeta" model of asset returns.If all the relevantvariables
in this model arejointly log-normaland homoskedastic,then the model
impliesthatexcess returnscannotbe forecasted.8In otherwords, except
for a constant term that depends on variances and covariances, there
are no expected profitopportunitiesin this model. Any empiricalfailure
of this proposition implies either that the consumption-betatheory is
wrong or that the relevant variances and covariances change through
time.9

Table 1 presents estimates of equation 4 using U.S. quarterlydata
from 1963:1to 1983:4,with interestratesexpressedas percentagepoints
at annualrates. The variableR, is the yield at the firstweek of the quarter
on Treasurysecurities of a constant maturityof twenty years, and r, is
the yield on three-monthTreasurybills.
The coefficient on the spread (R, - r,) has the wrong sign for the

expectations theory. Regression 1-1 is the ordinaryleast squares estimate using the entire sample. The null hypothesis that the slope coefficient is 0.02 is rejectedat the 5 percentlevel usinga one-tailedtest. Since
the coefficientis negative, the hypothesisthatit is largerthan0.02 is also
rejected. Thus, we reject both the standardexpectations theory of the
term structureand the hypothesis of excess sensitivity of long rates to
currentshortrates.
In October 1979the FederalReserve changedits operatingprocedure
andbeganrelyingmoreon the targetingof monetaryaggregatesandless
on the targetingof interest rates. One mightsuspect that this change in
the policy rulealteredthe relationshipbetween interestratesof different
maturities.In fact, an examinationof the residualsfrom regression 1-1
8. See Lars Peter Hansenand KennethJ. Singleton,"StochasticConsumption,Risk
Aversion,and the TemporalBehaviorof Asset Returns,"Journalof Political Economy,
vol. 91 (April 1983),pp. 249-65. This is strictlytrue only after linearization;that is, we
are approximatinglog(1 + r) as r.
9. For a discussion of this point, see Robert J. Shiller, "Consumption,Asset
Markets,and MacroeconomicFluctuations," in Karl Brunnerand Allan H. Meltzer,
eds., Economic Policy in a World of Change, Carnegie-Rochester Conference Series

on PublicPolicy, vol. 17 (Amsterdam:North-Holland,1982),pp. 203-38.
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Table 1. Regressions for the Change in Long-Term Rates, Selected Periods,
1963:1 to 1983:4a

Regression and estimationperiod
Independent
variable

1-1
1-2
1-3
1J4b
1963:1-1983:4 1963:1-1979:2 1979.3-1983:4 1963:1-1983:4

Constant

0.18
(0.09)

0.11
(0.05)

0.29
(0.34)

0.13
(0.06)

(R, - r,)

- 0.086
(0.055)

- 0.041
(0.034)

-0.136
(0.166)

- 0.055
(0.040)

2.49

2.31

2.59

2.41

0.64

0.30

1.32

0.40

Summarystatistic
Durbin-Watson
Standard error
of estimate

Source: Equation 4, estimated with data from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
a. The dependent variable is R,+ I - R,. The variable R, is the yield on Treasury securities of a constant maturity
of 20 years, and r, is the yield on three-month Treasury bills, both at the first week of each quarter. Variables are
expressed as annual rates in percentage points. Standard errors are in parentheses.
b. The regression weights the subsamples 1963:1-1979:2 and 1979:3-1983:4 differently (weighted least squares) to
allow for much greater residual variance in the second subsample.

indicates substantialheteroskedasticitycoinciding with this change in
monetaryregime.Afterthe changein October1979,the residualvariance
is muchgreater.
In regressions 1-2 and 1-3 we split the sample to examine whether
the change in policy rule affected the relationbetween long rates and
shortrates. The estimates suggesttherehas been no shiftin this relation;
the coefficienthas the incorrectsign in both subsamples.The hypothesis
that it is 0.02 is rejected for the earlierperiod. It is not rejected for the
latter period, because there are many fewer observations and much
greaterresidual variance. The residualsfrom the split samples appear
Gaussian.In particular,an examinationof the thirdandfourthmoments
indicatesno skewness norunusualkurtosisthatmightleadone to distrust
the reported standarderrors. The rejection of the theory for the first
subsampleappearsstatisticallysound. Moreover,the point estimatefor
the second subsample indicates that the theory has worked no better
since 1979. 10
10. The change in the Federal Reserve's operating procedures in 1979 roughly
coincides with the growing use of futures marketsin Treasurybills. While one might
have expected that the availabilityof futuresmarketswould, by facilitating"yield curve
arbitrage,"improvethe performanceof the expectationshypothesis,the pointestimates
suggest otherwise.
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Regression1-4uses the entiresamplebutweightsthe two subsamples
to correctfor the heteroskedasticity.The weight is the reciprocalof the
root-mean-squaredresidual from equation 1. Again, the coefficient is
negative,and the nullhypothesisthatit is 0.02 or largeris rejectedat the
5 percent level. The data support neither the expectations hypothesis
nor the excess-sensitivity hypothesis.
These empiricalresults cannot be interpretedwithin the context of
equation 1; equation 1 is valid only if -yis between zero and one. The
coefficient estimates taken literally, however, imply that y is greater
than one. Nonetheless, we are left with the conclusion that myopia
explains neitherthe excess volatilityof long-terminterestrates nor the
other statisticalevidence againstthe expectationstheory.
While our results imply that an investor could, on average, make
money by takingadvantageof the failureof the expectationstheory, the
risks involved are very large. For example, with long and short rates at
about 13 percent and 10 percent respectively, the profitablestrategy
suggestedby regression 1-4 is to go short in three-monthTreasurybills
andto use the proceedsto buy twenty-yearbonds.The estimatesindicate
that a $1,000 investment of this sort would yield an expected profitof
$12 in three months, less any transactionscosts.'1 Such an investment,
however, is very risky. At the level of uncertaintyobserved since 1979,
the standarddeviationof this $12 profitis $165.The probabilitythat this
strategy would actually produce a loss exceeds 45 percent. Thus, the
failure of the expectations theory does not imply the presence of
relativelyriskless profitopportunities.
Potential problems with sample selection and data mining always
make the evaluation of statistical results difficult. For example, one
mightargue that our results are attributableto an unusualsequence of
inflation surprises over our sample period. A standardpractice is to
check the validityof the conclusionon an independentdataset. One can
view our regressionsas just such a validitycheck. As noted, Macaulay
was awarethatlong ratesdo not move as the theorypredicts.Moreover,
he made his observation many years before the beginningof our data
set. Furthermore,Shiller reports estimates of a regression equation
11. The expected profitis R, - (R,+, - R,)/R* - r,. Dividingthe constantterm in
regression1-4 by 400 to correspondto quarterlyinterest rates expressed as decimals,
the expected quarterlyprofitper dollaris given by
R, - [-O.055(R, - r,) + 0.000325]/0.02 - r,.
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parallelto equation 4 for six different data sets covering a variety of
differentsampleperiodsand interestrates.12 In five of the six cases, the
estimatedslope coefficientis negative, andin the sixth it is close to zero.
In all cases, his results are consistent with our findingthat the failureof
the expectations theory cannot be related to excess sensitivity of the
long rate. The results in table 1 are not merely an artifact of recent
experiencebut appearto be an empiricalregularity.
SHORT RATES AND SHORTER RATES

Thereare a numberof potentialobjectionsto testingthe expectations
hypothesis using long-term rates. The linear approximation on
which the derivationdepends may be an unsatisfactoryapproximation
for such long-term yields. It is also possible that there is significant
segmentationbetween the short-termand long-termbonds markets,as
investors may have distinct "preferredhabitats." In such a situation,
expectations could be rationalat the same time that the expectations
theory of the term structurewould not hold. We can address both of
these objections by examiningyields only at the short end of the term
structure. Moreover, the use of short-terminstrumentsobviates the
need to model expectations over a long horizon, makingpossible the
examinationof a broaderrangeof issues. This sectionthereforedevelops
tests of term structurehypotheses similar to those in the preceding
section but appliedto three-monthand six-monthTreasurybills.
Let rt be the one-period yield and r(6) be the two-period yield. We
considerthis class of hypotheses:
(5)

r 6)=

0

+ Art + (1-X)Etrt+1.

For purediscountbonds, the expectationshypothesisposits thatA = ?/2.
Inthis case, the yieldfromholdinga two-periodbondequalsthe expected
yield from holding two one-period bonds in sequence plus a constant
risk premium. Under the alternative hypothesis that the longer rate,
r(6),is excessively sensitive to the short rate, r, the currentshort rate
receives greaterweight thanunderthe expectationstheory. Thatis, the
excess-sensitivity hypothesisimpliesA> ?/2.
12. Shiller, "Volatility." The data sets Shiller uses extend back to 1919 for the
United States and to 1824for the United Kingdom.All his data sets end before 1978.
As we point out above, recent data appearto confirmthe historicalpattern.
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We can explicitly derive the excess-sensitivity model for one- and
two-period bills under the assumption that expectations are partly
myopic.Let us supposethatthe expectationstheoryof the termstructure
holds but with expectationsthat are not necessarilyrational.Thatis,
(6)

r(6) = 0 + ?/2rt + ?/2 re

where rt+I is the marketexpectationof r,+1.Let us also supposethatthe
marketexpectations adapt only partiallyto the rationalexpectation of
the futurerate:
re+ = wrt + (1-w)Etrt+1.

(7)

If X = 0, expectations are purely rational. If w = 1, expectations are
purelymyopic. Combiningequations6 and 7, we obtain
(8)

r 6) =

0

w

+ (

rt + ( 2w ) Er,+1.

Equation8 is identicalto equation5, whereA = (1 + w)/2.If expectations
are partly myopic (w > 0), then A > 1/2 and the two-period yield is
excessively sensitive to the one-periodyield.
We now wish to manipulateequation5 to derive a test of the model.
As before, the propertiesof rationalexpectationspermitsuch a test. We
firstwrite the realizedvalue r,+I as the sum of the expected value Etr,+I
and news Et+ 1:
rt+1 = Etrt+1 +

(9)

Et+j.

We now combine equations 5 and 9. Simple algebraicrearrangement
yields
(10)

(r +1 - r 6))

0
-

-

_

+

(ri6) - rt) +

Et+j.

As discussed above in connectionwith equation4, the errortermEt+j is
uncorrelatedwith the variableon the right-handside because (ri6)- rt)
is known at time t. Hence, we can estimate equation 10 using ordinary
least squares.
Equation10providesanothersimpletest of the standardexpectations
theoryandthe excess-sensitivity model. Underthe expectationstheory,
the coefficient on (ri6) - rt) is one because A = 1/2.If there is excess
sensitivity, this estimated coefficient should exceed one, implyingA >
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?/2.Thus, as in the previous subsection, a simpleordinaryleast squares
regressionis capable of measuringthe excess sensitivity of the longertermrate to the currentshortrate.
Equation 10 is also intuitive. Ignoringthe risk premium,equation5
implies that the two-period rate is a weighted average of the two
consecutive one-periodrates. Therefore,when the currentlonger rate
is above the currentshort rate, the currentlongerrate shouldbe below
next period's shortrate. A regressionof (r,+I - rt ) on (r(6) - rt) should
yield a positive coefficient.
We can write equation 10 in two other equivalent ways. First, by
adding(ri6)
rt)to both sides of the equation,we obtaina regressionof
(rt - rt)on (r,6) - rt). This new equationrelates the change in short
rates to the spread. Second, by subtracting(r,6) - r,)fromboth sides of
equation 10, we obtaina regressionof [rt - (2r,6) - rt+1)]on (ri6)
rt).
-

-

Under the null hypothesis that A = 1/2,the coefficient in this regression

is zero. This second equivalentform has a naturalinterpretation.Since
(2r(6)- r,+1)is the one-periodholdingreturnon a two-periodinstrument,
the variable on the left-hand side is the difference in holding return
between short and longer instruments.Under the expectations theory,
this excess return cannot be forecasted. The failure to find a zero
coefficient in this regression or (equivalently)a coefficient of one in
equation 10indicatesthe existence of expected profitopportunities.
If marketswere myopic, then when the short rate is high relative to
the longer rate, the longer rate would nonetheless be "too" high, and
the priceof a longerinstrumentwouldbe "too" low. Longerinstruments
would thus be profitable when the short rate is relatively high. A
regressionof excess return[rt - (2rt - r,+ 1)]on the spread(r(6) - rt)
would yield a positive coefficient. Findinga positive coefficient in this
regressionis exactly equivalentto estimatingA> /2in equation 10.
Table 2 shows estimates of equation10with U.S. quarterlydatafrom
1963:1to 1983:4.The yield at the firstweek of the quarteron six-month
Treasurybills is rt,6 and the yield on three-monthbills is r,.
The coefficient on the spreadhas the wrong sign. Regression 2-1 is
the ordinary least squares estimate for the entire sample. The null
hypothesis that the coefficient is one is rejected at the 1 percent level.
The parameterestimates, taken literally, imply insufficientratherthan
excessive sensitivity of longer-terminterestrates to shortyields.
The residualsin regression2-1, like those of regression 1-1, indicate
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Table2. RegressionsRelatingSix-Monthand Three-MonthRates, SelectedPeriods,
1963:1to 1983:4a
Regression and estimationperiod
Independent
variable
Constant
(r'61 -

r,)

Summarystatistic
Durbin-Watson
Standarderror
of estimate

2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4b
1963:1-1983:4 1963:1-1979:2 1979:3-1983:4 1963:1-1983:4
0.02
(0.19)
-0.719
(0.556)

-0.04
(0.13)
- 0.407
(0.428)

-0.01
(0.68)
- 0.996
(1.536)

- 0.02
(0.15)
-0.470
(0.421)

2.45

1.82

2.61

2.05

1.39

0.69

2.82

0.80

Source: Equation 10, with data from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
a. The dependent variable is ri60I - ri6). The variable ri6) is the yield on six-month Treasury bills and rt is the
yield on three-month Treasury bills, both at the first week of each quarter. Variables are expressed as annual rates
in percentage points. Standard errors are in parentheses.
b. Weighted least squares (see table 1, note b).

substantial heteroskedasticityassociated with the change in Federal
Reserve operatingprocedurein 1979. Regressions2-2 and 2-3 split the
sample, and in both subsamplesthe sign of the coefficient is incorrect.
Just as for the regressions based on equation 4, the recent subsample
has too few observationsto reject the expectationshypothesis. Yet the
theory is rejectedfor the earliersubsample,and the point estimates do
not indicate any structuralchange caused by the change in monetary
policy regime. An examination of the residuals from regression 2-2
indicatesno skewness nor unusualkurtosis, suggestingthey are at least
roughly Gaussian. Again, the rejection of the expectations theory and
the excess-sensitivity hypothesis appearsstatisticallysound.13
Regression 2-4 again uses the entire sample but weights the two
subsamplesby the reciprocal of the root-mean-squaredresidualfrom
regression2-1 to correctfor heteroskedasticity.Again, the null hypothesis that the coefficient is one or largeris rejectedat the 1 percentlevel.
Again, the estimate implies X < 0, which taken literallyimplies that the
currentshort rate has a negative weight in forminglonger-termyields.
This findingis clearly implausible,but it does indicatethat the data are
13. These resultsraisethe questionof whetherthe resultsin the precedingsubsection
are due only to the failure of the expectations hypothesis at the very short end of the
term structure.This possibility was tested by replicatingthe previous tests with oneyear and twenty-yearbonds. Very similarresults were obtained.
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consistentneitherwith the expectationshypothesisnorwith the excesssensitivityhypothesis.14
As already noted, the excess-sensitivity model for one- and twoperiod bills is equivalent to a model in which expectations are partly
myopic. The estimatein regression2-4 impliesAis - 0.89 andw is - 2.8.
Thus, in the myopicexpectationsinterpretationof the model, the market
expectation gives a negative weight to the current short rate and an
excessively largeweight to the rationalexpectation.This interpretation
of the results is again implausible.It does indicate, however, that the
failureof the expectationstheorycannotbe easily explainedby an appeal
to naive expectationformation.
Observersof financialmarketsoften commentthatthese marketsare
myopic. The empiricalresults in both subsections decisively reject a
simple quantitativeexpression of this view. The implausibilityof the
results suggests that equations 1and 8 are not satisfactorymodels of the
term structure.Takenat face value, the results implythat the marketis
hyperopic:the marketgives too little weight to the currentrate and too
much weight to the expected futurerateor its determinants.
A parallelphenomenonhas been observedin the stock market.Shiller
finds that when currentdividendsare high relativeto the currentprice,
the holding return on the stock market is high."5Using an argument
similar to that used with regard to equation 1, this suggests that the
marketgives too little weight to contemporaneousdividends.Similarly,
Sanjoy Basu shows with cross-sectional data that when a company's
currentearningsare high relative to its price, the company's stock will
on averageoutperformthe market.16 Again, the marketpriceappearsto
14. DavidWilcoxhas recentlyperformedregression2-4usingweeklydata,correcting
for the impliedmoving-averageerror. He obtains a slope coefficientof - 0.040, with a
standarderrorof 0.385. He also examines the quarterlysamples beginningat different
weeks in the quarter.For each subsample,the slope estimateis well below one, although
for some subsamplesa coefficient of one could not be rejected. Wilcox, "Linear and
NonlinearTests of the ExpectationsHypothesis in the TreasuryBill Market"(Massachusetts Instituteof Technology, 19,84).
15. RobertJ. Shiller,"Do Stock PricesMove Too Muchto be Justifiedby Subsequent
Changesin Dividends?"AmericanEconomicReview, vol. 71 (June 1981),pp. 421-36.
16. S. Basu, "Investment Performanceof Common Stocks in Relation to Their
Price-EarningsRatio:A Test of the EfficientMarketsHypothesis,"Journalof Finance,
vol. 32 (June1977),pp. 663-82, and SanjoyBasu, "The RelationshipBetween Earnings'
Yields, Market Value and Return for NYSE Common Stocks: Further Evidence,"
Journalof Financial Economics, vol. 12 (June 1983),pp. 129-56.
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give too little weight to contemporaneousearnings.Thus none of these
violations of the efficient-marketshypothesis is consistent with the
alternativehypothesis of myopia.

AN ALTERNATIVE

MODEL OF OVERREACTION

As explained above, the excess-sensitivity hypothesis that we have
examined and rejected is equivalent to a model in which investors
irrationallyplace too largea weighton the currentshortrateinforecasting
future short rates. Although this formulationappears to be a natural
model of "irrational"expectations, it is not the only possible one. We
next consider anotherplausiblemodel of overreactionin which, instead
of placing too large a weight on the level of the current short rate,
investors place too large a weight on the news containedin the current
shortrate.
Let us againsuppose that the expectationstheoryholds:
(ll)

ri6) =

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1/2
r, + V/2rte+

+

0

where rte+Iis the marketexpectationof r,+ 1. Let vtbe the news, arriving
in period t, concerningthe path of shortrates;in particular,we consider
the news contained in an innovation in the currentshort rate. Let us
consider the possibility that investors overreactto this news in forming
theirexpectations, so that theirexpectationsare given by
(12)

re+

=

Etrt+1 + 4 v,,

where Etrt+Iis the rational expectation. If = 00, then the market
expectation is rational. If + > 0, then the market overreacts to the
currentnews about shortrates.
Algebraicmanipulationof equations 11 and 12 producesan equation
similarto the one we estimate above:
(13)

rt

-

r6)

-20

+

(r(6)

-

r,)

-

4vV +

Et+l.

Equation 13 is like equation 10 (when A = ?/2, reflecting rational

expectations)with an additionalterm:the innovationin the shortrate.17
17. Note that underthe null hypothesisthe news term equals the followingperiod's
residual(that is, v, = ,). Our estimationstrategy,however, does not exploit this fact.
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This alternativemodel of overreaction suggests a differentregression
test. 18
To investigate this alternativemodel, we must obtain a measure of
the innovationin short rates. To do this, we model the short rate as a
third-orderautoregressiveprocess, althoughotherspecificationsappear
to produce similar results. Estimation of this process for the period
1963:4to 1983:4yields
(14)

rt = 0.60 + 0.64r,

-

(0.37) (0.11)

+ 0.30r, 3 +

0.02rt-2

(0.13)

Vt,

(0.11)

_
Durbin-Watson= 1.86 Standarderrorof estimate = 1.30 R2 = 0.81

where numbersin parenthesesare standarderrors.We use the residuals
fromthis regressionas measuresof the innovationin the shortrate, vt.
Estimation of equation 13 with the heteroskedasticity correction
producesthe followingresult:
(15)

rt+l

- r

=

- 0.05 - 0.40 (r,6) - r,) + 0.03

(0.13) (0.44)

vt.

(0.1 1)

Durbin-Watson= 2.04 Standarderrorof estimate = 0.79

Thus, contraryto the implicationsof this alternativemodelof overreaction, the innovationhas a positive and insignificantcoefficient. Moreover, the coefficient on the spread remains negative and significantly
differentfrom one.
If we impose the restrictionthat the coefficienton the spreadis one,
as implied by equation 13, the results are no more supportive of the
model. We find
(16)

rt+l

- r-6)

0.36 + 1.0(ri6)

-

(0.09)

-

r,) + 0.12v,.

(0. 1 1)

Durbin-Watson= 1.96 Standarderrorof estimate = 0.83

Again, the coefficienton the innovationhas the wrongsign. The data do
not appearconsistentwith the view thatinvestorsplace too muchweight
on recent news in forecastingfutureshortrates.19
18. This test is analogousto the test of the permanentincome hypothesissuggested
by MarjorieA. Flavin, "The Adjustmentof Consumptionto ChangingExpectations
about FutureIncome," Journalof Political Economy, vol. 89 (October1981),pp. 9741009.

19. An analogoustest can be derivedfor the case of short-termbills and long-term
bonds. The results were again not supportiveof this alternativemodel of overreaction.
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Variable Liquidity Premiums
The previous section demonstrates the failure of the expectations
theory of the term structure. The alternative hypothesis, that longer
ratesrespondtoo much to shortrates, cannotexplainthe rejection.The
purpose of this section is to show in another way that the failure is
substantivelysignificant.
Considerthe following slightmodificationof the expectationstheory
for one- and two-periodbills:
(17)

r(6)=

0, + /2 r, + 1/2 E,r,+.

In this formulation,the long rateri6)differsfromanaverageof the current
and future short rates by the term Ot.Our test above assumes Otis
constant. In this section we make the less-restrictiveassumptionthat Ot
is uncorrelatedwith shortrates.
The term Ot can be interpretedin two ways. First, we can view Ot as a
time-varyingliquidity premium representingthe extra compensation
requiredto induce a lenderto hold the longer-terminstrument.Edward
Kane finds, based upon surveys of the expectations of marketparticipants, thatliquiditypremiumsare positive and time varying.20Note that
once it is extended to include a time-varyingliquidity premium, the
expectations theory becomes almost vacuous. The liquiditypremiumis
a deus ex machina. Without an explicit theory of why there is such a
premiumandwhy it varies, it has no functionbuttautologicallyto rescue
the theory. Nonetheless, if such fluctuationsare small relative to the
observedmovementin longerrates, the expectationstheorymay still be
useful. By contrast, if fluctuationsin the liquiditypremiumaccount for
a large fractionof the variancein the slope of the yield curve, then the
expectations theory fails to provide a useful guide for understanding
these fluctuations. Estimatingthe extent of variationsin the liquidity
premiumthusprovidesa way of evaluatingthe powerof the expectations
theoryas a vehicle for understandingthe termstructureof interestrates.
A second interpretationof the term Otis as a measureof the extent to
which the marketfails to producethe "right"longerrate given current
20. Edward J. Kane, "Nested Tests of Alternative Term-StructureTheories,"
Reviewof Economics and Statistics, vol. 65 (February1983),pp. 115-23.
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andexpected futureshortrates. In otherwords, Otis the deviationof the
marketlong-termrate from the long rate based upon fundamentals.2'If
the varianceof Otis relatively small, we can conclude that the expectationstheoryis approximatelycorrect.22Onthe otherhand,if fluctuations
in 0, dominatefluctuationsin longerrates, then we can concludethatthe
expectationstheory fails.
Above we derived equation 10 as a simple test of the expectations
theory. Withthe term 0Oaddedto the model, a parallelequationis
(rt+ - r )) = ao0,+ I3(r61 - r,) -etl

(18)

where, accordingto the theory, a = - 2 and I = 1. AlthoughOtis not
observable, we can infer its importance on the assumption that the
theory is correct. Since Otis correlatedwith r 6(, its omission from the
regressionsin table 2 leads to a biasedestimateof P. In particular,', the
estimate of P, is given by
(19)

=

3 + a Cov (r,6) - r,, 0,)/Var(r,6)- r,).

Underthe null hypothesisthatthe model is correct(a
Otis uncorrelatedwith r,), the estimate of P becomes
(20)

=

=

-2,

a =

1, and

1 - 2 Var(0,)/Var(r(6)- r,).

Thus, as long as Otis not constant, the estimateof 1 is biased downward
from 1.0.
From equation20 we can use the estimates in table 2 to producethe
- r,) shown below, with standarderrorsin
estimates of Var(0,)/Var(r(6)
parentheses:
Regression and estimation period
2-1
1963:1-1983:4

2-2
1963:1-1979:2

2-3
1979:3-1983:4

24
1963:1-1983:4

0.86

0.70

1.00

0.74

(0.28)

(0.21)

(0.77)

(0.21)

From regression 2-4, which uses the entire sample and corrects for
heteroskedasticity, we find that Var(0,)/Var(r,6)- r,) is 0.74 with a
21. The analysis here is parallelto that in LawrenceH. Summers,"Do We Really
Know That FinancialMarketsare Efficient?"WorkingPaper994 (NationalBureauof
Economic Research, 1982).
22. Explaining a mean value significantlydifferent from zero would also pose
problems.
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standarderrorof 0.21. Thisratiohas a naturalinterpretation.Maintaining
ourassumptionthat0,is uncorrelatedwith shortrates, equation8 implies
(21)

Var(r(6)- r,) = Var(O,) + 1/4 Var(Etr,+I - rt).

The variance of the spread between longer and short rates is thus
decomposed into the variance in expected changes in short rates and
Var(O,).This decompositionimplies that expected changes in the short
rate account for only 26 percent of the variancein the spreadbetween
the six-month and three-monthTreasurybills. We can reject the null
hypothesis that Var(O,)= 0, but we cannot reject the null hypothesis
that expected changes in the shortrate accountfor none of the variance
in the spreadbetween three-monthand six-monthbills.
It is important to note that, although this unexplained liquidity
premiumOtappearscentralto the spreadbetween six-monthand threemonthrates, it is relativelyunimportantto the level of six-monthrates.
We can decompose the variancein the six-monthrate as follows:
(22)

Var(ri6)) = Var(O,) + Var(rt) + ?/4Var(E,rt+-

rt)

+ Cov(rt,Etr,+I- rt).
is muchlargerthanVar(O,).
SimplecalculationdemonstratesthatVar(r,6))
is 1.05, while Var(O,)/Var(r
In particular,Var(r,)/Var(r(6))
6)) is only 0.01.
Thus, althoughOtis criticalto (r,6) - r,), its importanceto understanding
ri6)is much less.23
Conclusions
The data decisively reject, both statistically and substantively, the
expectations hypothesis regardingthe term structureof interest rates.
The alternativehypothesis that long rates are overly sensitive to short
ratesis also decisively rejected.The expectationstheorycan be modified
to includean unexplainedrandomliquiditypremium,but then expected
interestrate movements account for only a smallpartof the variancein
the spread between interest rates of different maturities.Most of the
23. The reason for this is that both short and long rates are highly autocorrelated,
and thus the varianceof r,6'is muchgreaterthanthe varianceof (r,6)- r). For example,
supposethat r, followed an AR(1)process with parameter0.8 and that the expectations
hypothesis held exactly. Then we can show that Var(r,6)- r,) would be 1 percent of
Introducinga randomliquiditypremiumincreases both variancesequally and
Var(r(6)).
thus increasesVar(r(6)- r,) proportionallymore.
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changes in the slope of the yield curve reflect these changingliquidity
premiumsor expectations that do not satisfy the standardpostulates of
rationality.
These results suggest the importanceof developing models capable
of explainingfluctuatingliquidity premiums.24Presumablythis would
involve recognizingin some way the heterogeneousliquiditypositions
of differenteconomic agents. The results also raise importantquestions
about the monetary transmissionmechanism. If, as usually thought,
spending decisions and capital-asset valuations depend primarilyon
long-term rates, monetary policy may operate by changing liquidity
premiumsas well as by affecting short rates. Althoughmany question
the effectiveness of open marketoperationsdirectedat shiftingthe yield
curve, such as "OperationTwist," the issue is difficult to evaluate
withouta fullerunderstandingof the determinantsof liquiditypremiums.
The failureof the expectationshypothesisdoes makemoreplausiblethe
view that the suppliesof assets of differentmaturitiesinfluenceyields.25
However, it is difficult to understand why these effects would be
importantin the marketfor three-monthand six-monthbills.
Our negative results provide an additionalreason for uncertaintyin
predictingthe effects exerted on financialmarketsby alternativemonetary and fiscal policies; the results suggest that estimatingthe impactof
such policies on future short-termrates is not likely to be a good guide
to predictingtheir impacton long-termrates or asset valuations.These
effects may depend more on liquiditypremiumsthan on expectations.
Withouta satisfactorytheoryof liquiditypremiums,predictingthe effect
of policies on the shape of the yield curve is almostimpossible.
24. For work along these lines, see Zvi Bodie, Alex Kane, and RobertMcDonald,
"Why are Real Interest Rates So High?" WorkingPaper 1141 (National Bureau of
Economic Research, 1983).
25. For a discussion of this type of effect, see BenjaminM. Friedman,"Financial
Flow Variablesandthe Short-RunDeterminationof Long-TermInterestRates," Journal
of Political Economy, vol. 85 (August 1977),pp. 661-89.

Comments
and Discussion
Laurence Weiss: Mankiwand Summersreexaminethe evidence pertaining to the expectations hypothesis of the term structureto see if
previous failures of this theory can be "explained" by an alternative
view that markets "overreact" to short rates. To the authors' evident
surprisethey findthis alternativeunenlighteningandleave the failureof
this theory as an unresolvedpuzzle.
The paper consists of two regression tests of the hypothesis that
expected holding-periodreturns on bonds of different maturitiesare
equal, except for perhaps a time-invariantrisk or liquidity premium.
Underthis hypothesis, the expected changein both shortand long rates
should be positively relatedto the slope of the current-yieldcurve, the
differencebetween currentlong and shortyields. Comparisonof yields
on twenty-yearbonds and three-monthTreasurybills shows that there
is ananomalous(althoughstatisticallyinsignificant)negativerelationship
between the slope of the yield curve and expected changes in the long
rate. At the short end of the yield curve the theory does slightlybetter.
Comparisonof yields between six- and three-monthT-bills shows that
when the six-monthrate is above the three-monthrate there is a slight
(althoughagaininsignificant)tendency for the futurerate to rise. However, the magnitudeof this effect is statisticallyless than that predicted
by the theory. The authorsdeem these resultsa "substantive"failureof
the theory.
The authorsfall short of concludingthat the term structurecontains
no informationrelevant for predictingfuture short rates. Fama has
recently investigatedthe informationalcontent of the term structureat
the very short end of the maturity spectrum (one to six months).1
1. EugeneE. Fama,"TheInformationin the TermStructure"(Universityof Chicago,
1983).
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Comparisonof changes in futurespot rates with the differencebetween
implicitforwardratesandcurrentspotratesshows thatthe termstructure
canpredictchangesin the one-monthrateone monthahead.A regression
of changesin'theone-monthrate on the differencebetween the forward
andspot ratesproducesa coefficientof 0.46 (standarderror = 0.07) over
the entire sample period 1959-82, with similar results holding over
various subperiodsas well. However, this coefficient is less than the
predictedvalue of one from the pure expectations hypothesis, and the
R2 of this regression is only 0.13. Beyond a one-monthhorizon, Fama
findsessentially no informationfor predictingchangesin the one-month
rate, and at every time horizon a naive forecast that the spot rate will
remainunchangeddominates(in a mean squareerrorsense) a forecast
thatfuturespot rates equal currentforwardrates.
The findingthatfutureshortrates are more closely relatedto current
short rates than to implicitforwardrates is anotherway of stating the
majorfindingsof Mankiwand Summers. To oversimplifya bit, short
rates are close to a randomwalk, which implies, fromthe pureexpectations hypothesis, that long rates shouldequal short rates. To the extent
that long rates fail to move one for one with short rates one might
conclude that long rates "underreact"to the currentshortrate.
The rejection of the theory over the sample period covered in this
paper appears related to an equally puzzling phenomenon of recent
history-the dismal performance of long-term bonds. Ibbotson and
Sinquefieldreportthat from 1963to 1981the (geometric)averageof the
holding-periodreturnsof long-termbonds has beenjust 2.4 percent, far
short of those on short bonds (6.2 percent) or common stocks (6.6
percent).2By way of comparison,from1925to 1963,longbondsaveraged
2.6 percent per year while short bonds returnedjust 1.4 percent.
Apparentlythis historicalepisode has been dominatedby unanticipated
rises in expected inflationrates. Periods when the yield curve departs
from its gentle upward slope (1966, 1969, 1974, 1979-81) have been
generallyassociatedwithunexpectedinflationandhighshort-termrates,
which were apparentlybelieved to be more temporarythan subsequent
events bore out.
In short, if one has to finda patternof expectationalerrorsto salvage
2. Roger E. Ibbotson and Rex A. Sinquefield, Stocks, Bonds, Bills, and Inflation: The

Past andtheFuture(Charlottesville,Va.: FinancialAnalystsResearchFoundation,1983).
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the expectations hypothesis and explain the dominanceof short over
long bonds duringthis period,then this explanationdoes not seem to me
to be farfetched. Of course, introducingexpectational errors as free
parametersto explainthe datais not a good practice,but in the absence
of a crediblealternativeexplanation,it will have to suffice.
However, as the authorspointout, these resultsappearrobustacross
manydifferenthistoricalepisodes. I cannotsay whethermy explanation
of recent U.S. experiencecan accountfor these other results.
I might also add that the authors overstate the importanceof the
expectationshypothesisfor understandingthe role of monetarypolicy.
They claim that "it is widely believed that the monetaryauthoritycan
mostdirectlycontrolshort-terminterestrates,butthataggregatedemand
depends primarilyon long-terminterest rates." Althoughthis view is
perhapsconsistent with conventionalKeynesiananalysis, I know of no
empiricalsupportfor eitherproposition.FromChristopherSims's work
it is clear that short rates are most closely related to business cycle
phenomena, and my own work with Robert Littermansuggests that
monetarypolicy cannot affect (or more modestly, has not affected) ex
ante real short rates. In short, the expectations hypothesis is not the
weak link in what is "widely believed" to be true about the monetary
transmissionmechanism.
General Discussion
Albert Wojnilower suggested that it was the Treasury's failure to
adjust the supplies of debt of different maturitiesthat permittedthe
observed anomaliesin the yield structurethat were identifiedas errors
in the expectations theory. The theory presumes that arbitragerswill
make the theory work. But when the issuer, with virtuallyunlimited
issuing ability, does not adjust supply in response to relative yields on
securitiesof differentmaturities,discrepanciesfrom the term structure
predicted by the theory may persist. BenjaminFriedmanadded that
models he and others had developed and estimated showed that the
relative supplies of long- and short-termgovernmentdebt help explain
the yield spreadand that the failureof the pure expectationstheory of
the termstructureleft open the possibilityof a role for debt-management
policy by the Treasury. Barry Bosworth countered that the profit
opportunitiesindicatedby the authorswere so smallthatthey in no way
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rejectedthe hypothesisthatcapitalmarketswere essentiallyperfectand
arbitragesuccessful among securities of differentmaturity.Friedman
responded that the arbitrage between securities of widely differing
maturitieswas likely to be quite limited because their risk properties
were so different.
Friedmannoted that the failureof the expectationstheory to predict
the relationbetween three-monthand six-monthinterestratescould not
be readily salvaged by explanations, such as the relative supplies of
bonds and bills or varying risk differentials,that might work for the
relations between bond rates and short rates. This suggested that
expectations were systematically wrong over long periods of time, a
resultthatwas supportedby surveydata. However, RobertHallconsidered the authors'evidence on expectationsas inconclusive, drawingan
analogy between his own work on consumptionand income and their
findingthat the movementbetween long and shortrates is not explained
primarilyby expectations. He observedthat if long ratesand shortrates
move a lot and largely move together,just as consumptionand income
do, the differencebetween long and shortrates is so smallthatit is not a
dependable variable in a regression. In the presence of other factors
affectingthe termstructure,this makesit difficultto inferthe underlying
relation between short and long rates from regressions such as the
authors'and thereforedifficultto test whetherthe expectationtheory is
violated.
Several participantsoffered suggestionsfor exploringthe deviations
fromthe expectationstheory thatare otherwisetautologicallyidentified
as a time-varyingrisk premium.Alan Blinder suggested incorporating
into the term structureequation a direct measure of risk, such as the
spreadbetween interestrates on governmentand Baa corporatesecurities or the volatilityof bondprices or of short-terminterestrates. Robert
Gordonurged a broad view of what developmentsmight impact longand short-termrates differentiallyand therebyaffect the risk premium.
The termstructurecould be affected notjust by unexpectedinflation,as
Weiss had suggested, but by surprises in output or other economic
developments or by institutional changes in the country's financial
structure. Edmund Phelps suggested putting in a range of economic
variablesto see if there was anythingsystematic about the irrationality
impliedby the paper'sresults.He reasonedthatcertainkindsof surprises
may have led systematicallyto overpredictionsor underpredictionsof
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effects on longer-termrates. Charles Schultze believed the authors'
findingsmightreflect a generaltendency of people to overcorrecttheir
previous views about the future on the basis of the latest information
they receive. Even if the yield curve eventually tends toward the
predictionof the expectationstheory, the initialoverreactionof the yield
curve to news could generate the results observed by Mankiw and
Summers.

